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Your
most frequently
asked questions

COLOURGATES
Luxury you can afford

Why should I choose ColourGates?
With ColourGates you are investing in
a unique system you won’t find anywhere else.
Our sister products, ColourFence and ColourRail
are increasingly popular due to their highly attractive
‘fit-and-forget’ benefits. These are competitively
priced products that will significantly outlive
alternatives and ColourGates work in the same
way, delivering outstanding value. ColourGates
are guaranteed for 5 years to set you free from the
drudgery of regular cosmetic maintenance.

Are they safe?
At ColourGates, we are extremely
serious about safety so all our fitters
work to GateSafe standards which
exceed the minimum standards
required by law. All ColourGates
are fitted with sensors that will
automatically halt the gate’s movement if anything is
detected in its path or near to the hinges. Our fitters
will not compromise safety to reduce cost so if you
have quotes that are significantly cheaper we would
urge you to review the safety features.

How do I control who enters?
There are a range of intercoms from voice only to
video, enabling you to vet callers.
Remote control key fobs are available
for regular visitors/residents and
other trusted, regular visitors can
use a pincode. In the event of a power cut or failure
there is a simple, manual override.

How long after order will they be complete?
Your free survey and quote will tell you how long
the installation is expected to take and break down
all the elements included. Our strict ‘no pressure’
sales policy affords you as much time as you need to
decide or ask further questions. When you are ready
to order, your fitter will agree the earliest possible
time to suit you but generally it takes 4-8 weeks to
build and supply your gate and around 2 days to
install it.

How reliable are ColourGates?
All ColourGate motors have been designed and
performance tested to the highest specifications.
To this end, they come with up to 5 years warranty.
For additional peace of mind, our service package
is FREE for the first year! Paired with our proven
long-life quality, this marks ColourGates out as
doubly attractive and affordable.To ensure optimal,
safe operation, we recommend a service every 6
months. After the first year we offer maintenance
packages, carried out by our GateSafe engineers.
†Terms

C O LO U R
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and conditions apply -

full details available on request

To discover how affordable ColourGates are

FREEPHONE 0800 644 4113
or visit colourgates.co.uk
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Upgrade your home
No longer reserved for the homes of the rich
and famous, ColourGates are making the
convenience and elegance of automated gates
affordable. The maintenance-free coated finishes
will transform the value and appearance of your
home without the need to paint, sand or stain.

ColourGates are available in 2 styles:

The dream of your own
custom-made Electric Gates
is now an affordable reality

RAIL

No fuss convenience
Control without having to leave your car or
home. Stop having to leave the car in the road to
open the gate and then jump out again to shut
it behind you; you don’t have to put down your
shopping bags or remove your gloves to unlock
the gate and you won’t end up leaving the gate
open all day when you are running late for your
daily commute. Just click and go!

Look after your loved ones
ColourGates are not easily opened by young
children or accidentally left open by visitors so
you can be sure that children and pets stay safely
within the boundaries of your property. As an
added bonus, the gate stays firmly closed and
won’t end up banging in the wind.

Enhanced home security
Securing your home with ColourGates lockable
entry control helps provide a visible deterrent to
intruders and unwanted visitors.

Swing or Slide? We’ll help you decide
Pedestrian or driveway, single or double leaf our GateSafe accredited engineers will review the
layout of your property to help you determine
the most suitable gate for you.

Loop

Spear

SOLID
PANEL

Slide or Swing?

It’s an open and shut case for COLOURGATES
Unique 5 year guarantee†
Only ColourGates comes with our unique 5 year
guarantee† on the paintwork and motor. NO rust.
NO corrosion. NO peeling.

Nothing compares to ColourGates
Traditional cast iron, aluminium or wooden gates
each have drawbacks, e.g. poor weather resistance,
costly, weak structural design, poor durability, labour
intensive maintenance, etc. ColourGates overcomes
all of these issues. The high quality galvanised
steel components to be powder coated with an
architectural grade formulation to deliver their
unique durability and colour. Or in other words:
your complete peace of mind.

We custom manufacture every gate
We have a range of standard sizes and custom fit
designs to fit most gateways. Our free site survey
will review existing walls, boundaries and posts and
advise you on the best fit for you.

The right choice of colour and design
for you
There are various design options for you to choose
from and five standard classic colours. However if
you would like to be a little more individual, opt for
railing style and we have a further 300 RAL colours
to choose from.

†Terms

For free
details/survey

Loop/Spear

Both styles come in Slide or Swing
design in standard sizes or made-tomeasure in 4-5 classic colours:
Cream

Green

Blue

Brown

Black

(Rail only)

Rail design also in 300 RAL colours (ask for quote)
5 year maintenance free
guarantee† against corrosion
and peeling.
High quality galvanised steel
with architectural grade
powder coated finish.
GateSafe accreditation
guarantees ColourGates will
exceed minimum UK safety
standards.
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and conditions apply - full details available on request

FREEPHONE 0800 644 4113 colourgates.co.uk
or visit

for looks that last

